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This article reports on a remarkable progression of die-linkages observed with a single ‘early 
obverse’ beaded border penny working die, paired sequentially with five different 1860 beaded 
border penny reverse dies. Results suggest that this extended die emission sequence of pennies 
includes the first coins struck by a coining press during the bronze recoinage at the Royal Mint 
in June 1860. Other observations of early obverse pennies apparently struck for circulation are 
also presented. 

By way of background, the bronze recoinage of 1860 was intended to replace the large 
 copper coins then in circulation with smaller and much more durable bronze, modeled on the 
success of French bronze coinage introduced in 1852, with the copper coinage being demone-
tized at the end of 1869.1 Until demonetization, the mint paid a two per cent premium on the 
copper to encourage its rapid withdrawal from circulation, as the two coinages were not com-
patible. For example, the copper penny at 34 mm in diameter and 18.9 g, was twice the weight 
of the new 31 mm diameter bronze penny. 

The design of this new coinage was entrusted to Leonard Charles Wyon, and details of this 
development, which are well covered by Dyer and Gaspar in volume 54 of this Journal,2 cul-
minated in the alteration of BRIT to BRITT in the obverse legend in May 1860. The current 
investigation carries the story from this point, after the obverse legend VICTORIA  D: G: 
BRITT: REG: F: D: was finalized.

The early obverse portrait featured 
on these pennies is one belatedly rejected 
by Queen Victoria on 4 July 1860.3 This 
was after work at the Royal Mint had 
been proceeding for more than six 
weeks, including both die production 
and the striking of coins. A close-up 
comparison between the early rejected 
obverse portrait and the altered type 
from proofs in the author’s collection 
shown in Figure 1 suggests the likely 
reason for the Queen’s request. The 
original portrait at the left exhibits a 
more prominent definition of the nose 
and the eye, compared to the altered 
type which has a more pleasing and 
youthful appearance, with the definition 
about the eye and nose markedly sof-
tened. By July 1860 the Queen was for-
ty-one years old, and although the 
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Fig. 1. Close-up comparison between the original (rejected) 
portrait (left) and altered currency version (right) (author’s 
collection)
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original portrait was probably an accurate depiction, the altered portrait makes for especially 
pleasing coins.

There are two types of early obverse pennies with BRITT and the rejected portrait, 
 differentiated primarily by the amount of detail on the bodice of the dress, as shown in Figure 
2. These types are not formally distinguished by Peck and Freeman, but are listed by Gouby 
as obverses A and B.4 In the present article, these will be labeled as obverses 1** and 1*, fol-
lowing the notational approach used in a previous article in this Journal and consistent with 
that of Richard Sessions.5 Obverse 1* at the right shows sharpening of details using incuse 
lines with relief  apparently reduced, compared to obverse 1**, which seems rather plain. That 
these alterations are due to the development of different master dies, and not simply from 
recutting an obverse puncheon, is clear from changes in the size and arrangement of the 
shamrocks and motto on the shoulder. Fortunately, differences between the ribbon with motto 
and its  positioning to the colon dot often allow even worn specimens to be identified.

All early obverse pennies are rare, with Gouby giving the numbers for each of the four 
major die pairing types (1**+B, 1**+C, 1*+B, 1*+C) at 7, 3, 4 and 5 examples known, respec-
tively.6 Due to the rarity of these coins, research for this article has taken many years, and 
required the cooperation of other specialist collectors of British bronze pennies. This approach 
has made it possible to include a total of twenty-six examples of these four major die pairing 
types in the survey, exceeding the number of previously known specimens and thus making 
the results reported here as definitive as possible. 

The author’s effort to locate suitable examples and examine them for die-linkages was driven 
by the assumption that the earliest trial coinage runs for beaded border pennies would likely 
have employed a single coinage press. Fortunately, many of the early obverse coins surveyed 
were in extremely fine or better condition, with a considerable number of these being the finest 
known examples, greatly aiding detailed numismatic study. Using die-linkages as a numis-
matic tool for investigation can provide important and useful insights. The author has pre-
viously published examples of such linkages for later toothed border bronze pennies in volume 
71 of this Journal.7

Since the focus of this effort is on the bronze recoinage of 1860, the goal has been to  identify 
working dies used for striking early obverse beaded border pennies on an ordinary coining 
press for circulation. Here, identifying characteristics such as die cracks and repairs can be 
used to ‘fingerprint’ individual working dies. Such information can be supplemented by obser-
vations of other features including die clash marks, planchet flaws and patterns of gaps in the 
linear circle just inside the border beads on these coins.

 4  Gouby 1986, following p. 16.
 5  Holland 2006; Freeman 2016, 202, Appendix IV.
 6  Gouby 2009, p. VP 1A. 
 7  Holland 2001.

Fig. 2. Differences between obverse 1** (left: author’s collection) and obverse 1* (right: courtesy of Bernard 
Workman) on bodice of dress
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What originally triggered this investigation was the discovery in 2001 of a die-linkage of an 
early obverse paired with beaded border penny reverses B and C, based on obverse die cracks. 
This led to a painstaking search for additional linkages, in the hope that a connection to the 
earlier beaded border penny reverse A type might also be made. The key for unlocking this 
problem finally came with the author’s recent acquisition of an example of the 1860 inverted 
axis reverse A penny, allowing detailed microscopic examination to be made. This revealed 
that the coin was probably struck using a working die and not a proof or pattern die, based on 
the repaired R in REG in the legend, coupled with the observation of distinctive doubling 
when the die was originally prepared using an obverse puncheon. The quality of the strike of 
the coin also showed that it must have been produced in an ordinary coining press. It was 
recognition that the previous early obverse die-linkage between reverses B and C exhibited this 
identical repaired obverse legend, and was therefore struck from the same obverse working 
die, that completed the picture. Then all that was required was to establish the die emission 
sequence using a progression of obverse die cracks together with other die markers and 
 analysis.

Detailed numismatic evidence for this sequence is shown in Figure 3. On the left is the 
 distinctive die repair of the R of REG in the obverse legend, where the overpunched R is 
rotated noticeably to the right such that the letters RE are no longer aligned at their base. 
Digital microscopy shows damage to the lower right leg of the R where the fractured remnant 
of the unrotated R can be clearly seen. This obverse die also exhibits die doubling, providing 
numerous additional die markers confirming this to be an individual working die. The die 
doubling is perhaps best seen in the distinctive splittings at the tips of the letter R of BRITT 
at the right in Figure 3. 

Early (left) and the latest known (right) die states of this obverse 1** working die are shown 
in Figure 4. These are from reverse A and reverse C die pairings in the emission sequence. The 
image of the coin on the left, which displays an early die state, is from a rare inverted axis 
strike (Peck 2056, Freeman 762, Gouby AB) paired with what is believed to be the earliest of 
the beaded border reverses with raised shield lines close together (Peck reverse B, Freeman A, 
Gouby a).8 On the right is this same obverse in the latest known die state, which now exhibits 
a long die crack from a border bead through the colon of REG:F into the field of the coin that 
is of special diagnostic significance. There is also a die crack from a border bead to the first I 
of VICTORIA. This later coin is paired with the beaded reverse C type with raised shield lines 
somewhat wider apart, where the shield is now in distinctly lower relief  (Peck reverse C, 
Freeman C, Gouby c). The early obverse die type used here and shown in Figure 2 I designate 
as Obverse 1** (Gouby obverse A). It should be noted that Michael Gouby has recently 

 8  Peck 1970, 416; Freeman 1985, 172; Gouby 1986.

Fig. 3. Close-ups of letters on the obverse working die showing repunched letter R in REG resulting in misalign-
ment at base (left), and die doubling of R in BRITT (right) (author’s collection)
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 separately listed this rotated R in REG obverse as a new A1 type.9 However, since this is 
clearly a single repaired obverse working die, I do not classify it here as a new die type. 

What is especially remarkable is that all three different beaded border reverse die types (A, 
B and C) are observed in the extended die emission sequence of five coins. Details in the area 
about the shield on these are shown from the first, third and fifth die pairings in Figure 5, 
compared with reverse A from a proof in the author’s collection (upper left). It must have been 
immediately apparent from trial coining runs that reverse A did not strike up properly on a 
coining press (upper right). The other reverse types used in this die emission sequence, Reverse 
B (lower left) and reverse C (lower right) presented no such problems. 

 9  Gouby 2009, p. VP 8.

Fig. 4. Early die state obverse 1** with inverted reverse A (left) and late die state obverse 1** with reverse C 
(right) (courtesy of Richard Sessions)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 5. Close-up of the area about the shield: (a) reverse A (proof); (b) reverse A (inverted currency strike); (c) 
reverse B; (d) reverse C (a and b: author’s collection; c and d: courtesy of Richard Sessions)
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Reduction of die relief  might be seen as an obvious and straightforward step to resolve 
striking problems with reverse A. The reverse C design takes the direct approach by reducing 
relief, and since less metal flow is required, the raised lines on the shield are now well struck. 
The reverse B design employs both incuse shield lines and reduction of relief. This results in 
an even more robust solution to the problem, since raised lines on the die are now used to 
depict incuse shield lines, and thus metal flow into the die to produce detail on the shield is not 
as crucial. Taking no chances, it was the incuse shield lines approach that was adopted for 
1860 beaded border bronze coinage, including most pennies, and all beaded border halfpen-
nies and farthings.

To simplify detailed discussion of the observed progression of die linkages, subscripts are 
used to label individual working dies of each type observed in the progression of die pairings. 
For example, the first die pairing combination is labeled 1a** + A1 for the pairing of Obverse 
1a** with reverse A1. The successive appearance of reverse C dies is designated, C1, C2 and C3, 
respectively. It should be noted that, with the exception of the Reverse A proof, those shown 
in Figure 5 are from the actual reverses A1, B1 and C3 in this reported die linkage progression. 

Die emission sequence

1a** + A1    

At least five examples of this die pairing are known, all but one struck with inverted axis (or 
coin orientation) as in the case of the French bronze 10 centime piece, which is the same size 
and composition as the new British bronze penny and is known to have provided a model for 
the bronze recoinage.10 Although rated as extremely rare, this unusual inverted axis type has 
long been recorded and, fortunately, three of these rare coins along with one struck in stand-
ard orientation became available for this study (plus an internet auction image of another). 
What is immediately apparent from examining these inverted axis coins is that they are all 
poorly struck, especially at the bottom of the bust on the obverse. This is clearly due to a weak 
strike since later coins from the same working die are fully struck (see Figure 4, p. 194). The 
centre and right side of the shield on the reverse are also weakly struck, as is the lower right 
quadrant of the shield in the single known example with standard die orientation. Inspection 
shows the reverse used with both die orientations to be from the same working die, as con-
firmed by the configuration of breaks in the linear circle inscribed just inside the border beads.

Despite their status of being grouped with patterns and proofs in reference works,11 it seems 
clear that all of these 1a** + A1 coins were actually struck in an ordinary coining press, and 
not at the higher pressures available with a screw press used for producing proofs. Based on 
evidence of die doubling plus the obvious repair in the obverse legend, this die would probably 
have been prepared from the start as a working die at the Royal Mint to demonstrate both ‘in 
house’ die preparation and production runs using a coining press. It must have been quickly 
apparent that the high relief  of the shield in the A type reverse, which looks so impressive in 
fully struck proofs and specimen coins, would simply not work for striking bronze pennies in 
an ordinary coining press. 

Regarding the unusual inverted axis of most coins seen with this 1a** + A1 die pairing, the 
following scenario seems likely. I speculate that for initial test runs in the coining press the dies 
would have been in standard orientation, as for all known proofs and patterns. When it was 
recognized that there were problems in striking the shield on the reverse, an experiment was 
tried with the dies inverted to French-style coin orientation, and some additional test runs 
were made. The results were even worse, with poor striking now on both the obverse and 
reverse. The higher survival rate for inverted axis pennies from this die pairing can probably 
be explained by their being seen as curiosities. 

 10  Peck 1970, 416.
 11  Peck 1970, 416; Gouby 1986; Gouby 2009, p. VP 11; Freeman 1985, 172.
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1a** + C1

This pairing is represented by a single, uncirculated example, which shows no sign of obverse 
die cracks. However, the reverse displays a prominent die crack between the O and N of ONE, 
suggesting that this coin was struck for circulation, as shown in Figure 6. I have placed this 
reverse C coin second in the die emission sequence, following the reverse A die pairing, due to 
both the natural test progression to a lower relief  reverse design and the unusual inverted axis 
seen in the 1a** + A1 die pairing. Inspection makes it clear that this 1a** + C1 die pairing is 
much more suitable for production in a coining press.

1a** + B1

The occurrence of the 1a** + B1 die pairing, adding reverse 
B to this sequence, is of special importance, since it pro-
vides clear evidence that all three beaded border penny 
reverse types were available early on. Three examples of 
this important die pairing were available for close study. 
With this pairing, key markers in the form of die cracks are 
noted, especially with the appearance of die cracks on the 
obverse. The most prominent of these is the die crack from 
a border bead to the first I of VICTORIA. However, while 
this die crack gradually becomes more prominent on later 
die pairings, it seems to be fairly stable and exhibits little 
progression. Much more useful for this study is the begin-
ning of an obverse die crack at the colon at REG:F which 
shows clear progression from this to later pairings, allowing 
a die emission sequence to be established. The only reverse die crack observed on this pairing is 
that from the centre prong of the trident through a bead to the border. Close-up images of these 
die cracks from the latest known die state and finest known example of the 1a** + B1 pairing are 
shown in Figure 7. From left to right these show die cracks from a border bead to the first I of 
VICTORIA, at the colon at REG:F and at the centre prong of the trident on the reverse.

1a** + C2

The 1a** + C2 die pairing with reverse C is known from two circulated examples, both showing 
the same die cracks. The most prominent of these is the die crack from a border bead to the 
first I of VICTORIA shown in Figure 8 at the left. However, this shows little progression. 
Much more useful is the die crack at the colon at REG:F which progresses from the upper to 
lower colon dot as shown in the centre photograph. There is also a die crack on the reverse 
from the rim of the coin to the foot of Britannia shown at the right of Figure 8, together with 
evidence of a strong die clash in the exergue. This die clash mark shows an image of the front 
of the bust and obverse border beading. 

Fig. 6. Close-up of reverse C1 die 
crack (courtesy of Bernard Workman)

Fig. 7. Die cracks on latest known state of the 1a** + B1 die pairing (courtesy of Richard Sessions)
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The exergual clash marking on the reverse of this die pairing is shown in more detail at the 
left in Figure 9. Again, a distinct image of border beading from under the bust on the obverse 
can be seen below the date on the reverse.  Surprisingly, no trace of clash marking is seen on 
the obverse of even the latest known die state of this pairing, and the obverse field of this coin 
remains very flat. Careful examination of the reverse shows that clash marking is confined to 
the exergue, although there is some slight bulging in the reverse field at the right of Britannia. 
These observations suggest that the 1a** obverse die may have been much harder and more 
durable than the C2 reverse die, perhaps an indication of variations in die quality at this early 
stage of the recoinage.  Also of interest, major planchet flaws are clearly seen on the reverse of 
the lower grade reverse C2 coin, as shown at the right in Figure 9. 

The observation of die cracks, heavy reverse clash marking, and especially planchet flaws 
on the 1a** + C2  die pairing clearly indicates that these coins were produced using an ordinary 
coining press in full operation. That is, the observation of the flawed planchet would argue 
that no special care was taken with inspection of coins produced, and that during this early 
time period the mint was also experiencing problems with preparing planchets in a new and 
unfamiliar bronze alloy.

1a** + C3

The final die 1a** + C3 pairing in the emission sequence is known from only a single high grade 
example. The obverse of this coin was shown earlier in Figure 4 (p. 194), with the area about 
the shield on the reverse at the lower right of Figure 5 (p. 194). Again, there are no signs of 
clash marking on the obverse, suggesting that this was an unusually durable die. The previ-
ously noted obverse die cracks are shown in detail in Figure 10. At the left is the one from a 
border bead to the first I of VICTORIA, where little progression is seen when compared to 

Fig. 8. Die cracks on the 1a** + C2 die pairing (author’s collection)

Fig. 9. Clash marks and planchet flaws on reverse C2 (author’s collection and courtesy of Gary Schindler)
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earlier die pairings (see Figures 7 and 8), showing this die crack to be fairly stable. However, 
the die crack at the colon at REG:F shows progression past the lower colon dot into the field 
of the coin, allowing this final pairing to be placed into the die emission sequence. The C3 
reverse die itself  shows no die cracks or other flaws, suggesting that it was simply a replace-
ment for the C2 die once it failed in the coining press.

Extended obverse 1** die emission sequence

The observation that all three beaded border reverse die types are included in this progression 
of die linkages clearly demonstrates that each of these types was available at the Royal Mint 
very early during the bronze recoinage, probably in June 1860. Furthermore, the special prom-
inence of Reverse C in this progression (three of five different reverse working dies) suggests 
that Reverse C was extensively tested in early bronze penny trial production runs, as part of 
the effort to correct striking problems with reverse A. Although successful for striking coins, 
it was quickly replaced by reverse B, almost certainly to make the penny reverse consistent 
with the incuse shield lines used on halfpennies and farthings. 

Other early obverse die pairings

In numismatics, context is important. Consequently, other early obverse beaded border work-
ing die pairings are also reported here. This helps to show how the observed extended die 
emission sequence fits into the overall 1860 bronze recoinage. As previously, subscript letters 
or numerals are used to label individual working dies of each type. For consistency, and to 
avoid duplication, the sequence of subscripts follows those employed previously. For example, 
the first die pairing reported in this section is labeled 1b** + B2 and so on. 

Obverse 1** die pairings

1b** + B2    

This die pairing shows the only other occurrence of obverse 1** in the present study. It is also 
the most common die pairing known among early obverse pennies. In these dies the obverse 
legend has the letters RE properly aligned at their base and late states of this pairing exhibit 
die cracks on both the obverse and reverse, clearly demonstrating that these coins were struck 
on a coining press for circulation. Fortunately, five examples of this pairing were available for 
detailed inspection, including the finest known example displaying a very late die state, and an 
extremely fine example showing an early die state. Internet images of three others were also 
examined.

The early die state coin exhibits a die crack starting between the E and N of PENNY on the 
reverse, with no other die cracks observed. On the very late die state coin this same die crack 

Fig. 10. Die cracks from the 1a** + C3 die pairing (courtesy of Richard Sessions)
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now extends into the interior as shown in Figure 11, and cracks also appear at the O and N of 
ONE. Also, on the obverse a major cud is forming at the base of the bust, with a branching 
die crack through the shamrocks. At this point, the obverse die is clearly starting to break up, 
with the reverse not much better, so it is perhaps not surprising that no die-linkages to this 
pairing were observed. What is significant about this is that it offers clear evidence that a single 
pair of working dies was used in striking a large enough number of coins that the dies were 
worn out. This suggests a regular production run, probably in June 1860.

This 1b** + B2 die pairing is placed after the extended die emission sequence, since it is well 
known that reverse B with incuse shield lines became the standard type used for beaded bor-
der pennies, matching the incuse shield line design used for both beaded border halfpennies 
and farthings. This is important, since it provides evidence that the previously described 
extended die emission sequence is almost certainly a direct numismatic record of the first pro-
duction of coins at the Royal Mint during the bronze recoinage of 1860.

Obverse 1* die pairings

It is clear that the modified obverse 1* die type with its enhanced detail on the bodice of the 
dress must have been introduced quite early during the recoinage of 1860. While only two 
different penny working dies for the earlier obverse 1** type were found, five different exam-
ples with obverse 1* working dies are reported here. Based on results that suggest that reverse 
C likely preceded the development of reverse B, obverse 1* die pairings in this section are 
presented with reverse C first.  However, it should be noted that since no die-linkages between 
pairings were discovered among obverse 1* coins, the order given here is arbitrary.

1a* + C4

This die pairing is represented by three examples, all of which display a weak die clash of 
Victoria’s face on the reverse above the knee of Britannia. The latest die state of this pairing

Fig. 11. Die cracks on 1b** + B2 die pairing (courtesy of Bernard Workman)
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also shows evidence of a partially filled die in parts of the lettering of ONE and border beads 
on the reverse, and a die crack between the colon and R at :REG on the obverse. These are 
shown in Figure 12.

1b* + C5

The second 1b* + C5 die pairing is known from a single circulated example. This can be iden-
tified by a distinctive individual fully formed border bead amongst damaged or filled beads 
above the N of ONE on the reverse. Whether this represents a single bead that was ‘cleaned 
out’ on a filled die, or has been repunched is uncertain. Unquestionably, this coin was struck 
for circulation, as further evidenced by a planchet flaw next to the lighthouse on the reverse. 
The obverse also shows horizontal die cracks at the VI of VICTORIA, along with evidence of 
a damaged puncheon. These features are shown in Figure 13. 

1c* + B3

This pairing with reverse B is represented by two examples, and is distinguished by the 
repunched letter E in PENNY on the reverse, as shown in Figure 14. There are no signs of 
obverse die cracks or other clear signs of use for striking circulation coins. Nonetheless, the 
die repair on the reverse suggests that this was prepared as a working die, and it is believed that 
it was used as such.  

Fig. 12. Clash marking, flaws and die cracks on 1a* + C4 die pairing  (courtesy of Bernard Workman)

Fig. 13. Die flaws and other features on 1b* + C5 die pairing (author’s collection)
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1d* + B4

This die pairing is represented by two examples in circulated condition. While there are no die 
cracks, the obverse die shows evidence of repair of the R in VICTORIA and die clash below 
the bust, as shown in Figure 15.  Here, the distinctive splitting at the lower right of the R 
should especially be noted. Defective obverse border beads apparently due to a filled die are 
also seen, again supporting the conclusion that this coin was struck for circulation. 

1e* + B5

Finally, for completeness, a final pairing of the 1’ and B die types is reported. This is somewhat 
problematic since no sign of die cracks or other die markers was observed. While one high 
grade example was found, that might otherwise be classified as a proof or specimen coin, it 
lacks the sharpness of detail that one usually expects from coins struck on a screw press at 
high pressures. The other two coins are in circulated condition. Since none of these coins 
 display either the repaired E in ONE of the 1c* + B3 pairing, or the repaired R in Victoria of 
the 1d* + B4 pairing, they must represent a separate die pairing and so they are placed here.

Discussion and conclusions

The results of this study can be broken into two parts, based on the two different early obverse 
types. Of these, obverse 1** clearly represents the first type, coinciding with the change in the 
obverse legend from BRIT to BRITT on 21 May 1860. Obverse 1* on which sharpening of the 
bodice of the dress is introduced then followed. On 4 July 1860, both early obverse die types 
were suddenly made obsolete when the Queen rejected the portrait. However, between these 
dates numismatic evidence shows that beaded border pennies were being struck in a coining 
press at the Royal Mint. 

For obverse 1**, two different obverse working dies have been identified, represented by 
some twenty coins surveyed. Twelve of these coins are from the remarkable progression of 
working dies linked between a single obverse 1** die and different reverse working dies of the 
A, C, B, C and C types (in order). Another eight coins are from a single working die pairing 
of obverse 1** and reverse B. Because the reverse A type was that used on the BRIT (and 
earlier) pattern pennies and proofs, and reverse B (with incuse shield lines) later became the 
standard die type used on beaded border pennies, this extended die emission sequence can 
clearly be placed before the 1b** + B2  single pairing of working dies. This suggests that pen-
nies from this extended die emission sequence were being struck no later than 7 June 1860, 
when Wyon visited the Royal Mint, and on seeing pennies struck in a coining press concluded 
that ‘the punches require a little reduction in relief.’12 This almost certainly refers to reverse A. 

Interpreting obverse 1* coins with enhanced details on the bodice of dress is not as straight-
forward, since these are represented by fewer coins. Here, eleven survey coins were identified 

 12  Dyer and Gaspar 1984, 268; Attwood 2014, 238−9. 

Fig. 14. Die repair of E in 
PENNY from 1c* + B3 die pair-
ing (courtesy of Bernard 
Workman)

Fig. 15. Die repair of R in VICTORIA and flawed 
beads in 1d* + B4 die pairing (courtesy of Bernard 
Workman)
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as coming from five different working die pairings. This includes two 1*+C working die 
 pairings, and three 1*+B pairings. None of these show any evidence of die-linkages, with five 
different obverse 1* working dies represented, compared with only two for obverse 1**. The 
larger number of obverse 1* dies observed suggests that the newer type with enhanced detail 
quickly replaced obverse 1**, probably well before the end of June 1860. It should also be 
noted that some 60 per cent of the obverse 1* die pairings are with reverse B compared to 37 
per cent for obverse 1** as might be expected, since reverse B later became the standard type 
for beaded border pennies.

The observation that all three beaded border reverse die types are included in the extended 
progression of die linkages is especially important, since this clearly demonstrates that each of 
these types was available at the Royal Mint very early during the bronze recoinage effort, 
probably in June 1860. Furthermore, the special prominence of reverse C in this die emission 
sequence (three of five reverse dies) suggests this reverse was prominently used in early bronze 
penny coining press runs as part of the effort to correct striking problems with reverse A. 
Although successful for striking coins, it was then replaced by reverse B. 

Besides the highly unusual die emission sequence reported, this article also presents for the 
first time extensive evidence that the early obverse portrait for beaded border pennies, belat-
edly rejected by Queen Victoria, was in fact used for coining during the earliest stages of the 
bronze recoinage of 1860. Taken together, these results can be exploited in developing a 
detailed understanding of the chronology of beaded border penny development and its impor-
tant role in the bronze recoinage at the Royal Mint. This is beyond the scope of the present 
article and will be addressed elsewhere. 

Finally, the observation of an extended die emission sequence where a single bronze penny 
working die is paired with so many others is highly unusual. The other such instance in numis-
matics that comes to mind is in the 1794 series of copper United States large cents, where 
Sheldon refers to a die ‘famous as the “tough old lady of the big cents”. She outlasted six 
husbands and even at the end showed not a die break and scarcely a scratch.’13 
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